### Abstract

The TPS infrastructure and the whole subsystems for the accelerator are now approach to finish. The cable trays for booster and storage ring in tunnel are almost finished. The 3 layers cable trays for booster ring are for dipole, quadrupole power supply cable and IC/VA signal cable respectively. The designed for limited space for cooling water below the cable tray and the magnet girder above. The storage ring cable tray also designed for different subsystems, and separate the power and signal layer. The power racks for all subsystem are located in control and instrument area (CIA). The magnet and ID power supply are placed in the 1st floor and the IC, VA, MP and FE control racks are placed in the 2nd floor. The separation between the power and signal cable tray are noticed for the whole path inside tunnel and CIA. Now the subsystem is under installation, although it is difficult to cabling but the whole subsystem would be systematic.